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Means: analysis of variance testing difference between, 245–259; calculation of mean travel time to work in Jersey City, New Jersey worksheet, 108w of children, Mt. Pilot, South Dakota, 107w; description of, 105; difference of proportions test, 243–245; examples of calculating, 105–108w; histogram of, 129/fg–130; independent samples $t$ test to calculate difference between, 235–240; normal distribution (or normal curve), 124, 128–129/fg; paired samples $t$ test to calculate difference between, 240–243; population parameters of, 136; scaled frequency distributions and calculation of, 131–132; SPSS for calculating for ordinal variable with categories of interval/scale data, 120–122; travel time to work in Jersey City, New Jersey, 107f. See also Sample mean

Measures of central tendency: description of, 99; mean as a, 105; median, 100–105, 124; mode, 99–100t, 124; negative skew distribution, 124, 125/fg; normal distribution, 123/fg–124, 127–130, 135–137/fg, 138/fg, 139/fg–140, 144/fg; selecting the most appropriate, 124–130; skewed distribution, 124–127t, 129–130; SPSS to find for individual categories of variable, 122–123; SPSS to generate measures of dispersion and, 118–120
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Montgomery city government: impression of effect of city government on business, 151t; scaled frequency distributions on, 130–132

Multiple responses format, 75–77

Multistage (cluster) sampling, 184–185

Negative skew distribution, 124, 125/fg, 129

Nominal scale: choosing the appropriate statistical test for, 290e description of, 69; SPSS used to merge cross-tabulations of categories of ordinal and, 210–212
Nonprobability sampling, 177, 198–200
Nonresponse bias: description and issues related to, 195; efforts to compensate for, 196–198
Normal distribution (or normal curve): area under the, 137–138; description of, 123; mean, median, and mode of, 124, 128–129; properties applied to hypothetical distribution of sample mean weights, 144; proportionate areas for military weights under the, 138; sampling and understanding properties of, 135–137; SPSS to help evaluate if distribution is, 127–130; standardized proportionate areas under the, 139–140. See also Skewed distribution
Null hypothesis: chi-square test to identify perceived findings of, 212–213; description of, 212; example of, 153; hypothesis testing and posed, 153–154. See also Hypothesis testing
Number of alternative responses format, 71–72
Numerical details. See Final report numerical details
Observation: description of technique, 5; primary data gathered using, 5
One-tail (or single-direction) questions, 154–157, 159–160
Open-ended questions: follow-up, 53–54; using, 53; venting type of, 54
Ordinal scale: choosing the appropriate statistical test for, 290; consultants’ hourly fees paid by cities in Pennsylvania (2013) example of, 103–104; description of, 69; rating of local library facilities median from, 102; SPSS for calculating for ordinal variable with categories of interval/scale data, 120–122; SPSS used to merge cross-tabulations of categories of nominal and, 210–212; structure of ordinal categories containing interval scale variables format, 72–74
Paired samples t test: calculating overall standard deviation of paired samples using, 240–241; choosing the appropriate statistical test or measure, 290; description of, 240; SPSS used to conduct the, 241–243
Parameters (population), 136, 146–147
Pearson’s r (or coefficient of correlation), 270–271, 290
Phi (φ), 218–219
Police nonemergency response times: range of, 109–110; standard deviation of, 110–115
Population parameters, 136, 146–147
Positive skew distribution, 124, 125
Post hoc tests: description and function of, 250; SPSS used for, 257–259; Turkey’s HSD (Honestly Significant Difference), 253–254, 258–259
Pretesting questionnaires, 31, 38
Pretesting survey instruments, 31–32
Primary data: direct measurement used to gather, 5; observation used to gather, 5; survey research used to gather, 5
Probability sampling: characteristics of, 177–178; simple random, 182
Proportional scale variables, sample size for variables of both interval scale and, 175–176
Public works employees’ earnings worksheet, 247
Qualitative research, 80–95
Quantitative research, 80
Question formats: basic response category, 70–71; closed-ended questions, 50–53; multiple responses, 75–77; number of alternative responses, 71–72; order of response alternatives, 74–75; scaled responses, 77–79; structure of ordinal categories containing interval scale variables, 72–74
Question phrasing guidelines: ambiguous words and phrases, 61–62; confusingly phrased questions, 62–63; double-barreled questions, 63–64; emotional words and phrases, 67–68; inappropriate emphasis, 66–67; level of wording, 60–61; manipulative information included in question, 64–66
Questionnaire design: clarity, comprehensiveness, and acceptability of, 38; editing the completed questionnaire, 55–58; issues to consider for effective, 36–38; length of questionnaire, 54–55; process of creating the, 31; question format used in, 50–54; sequence of questions, 41–42
Questionnaire pretesting: description of, 31; sample size used for the, 38
Questionnaire questions: closed-ended question formatting, 50–53; filter or screening, 47, 48; formatting of, 70–79; introductory, 42–43; levels of measurement used for, 68–70; logical sequence of, 46–47; open-ended, 53–54; phrasing of, 59, 60–68; related, 43–46; reliability checks, 47, 49; screening used to disqualify respondents, 48–49; sensitive, 43; series of questions demonstrating sensitizing of respondents, 45–46
Questionnaires: coding the completed, 32–33; designing the, 31, 36–58; pretesting the, 31, 38; understood as a conversation introducing the study, 39–41. See also Data collection; Survey research
Questions: bias of nonresponse to, 195–198; dual-direction or two-tail, 154–157, 159–160; guidelines for phrasing, 60–68; questionnaire, 42–79; response formats for, 70–79; single-direction or one-tail, 154–157, 159–160

R
Random digit dialing (RDD), 20
Range: description of, 109; of police nonemergency response times, 109–110
Regression analysis: calculation of the sum of squares, 267–268; calculation of variances and F ratio, 268–269; choosing the appropriate statistical test or measure, 290; coefficient of determination ($r^2$), 269–270; dummy variables used in, 283–289; simple linear regression, 261–264; SPSS used for, 272–279; SPSS used to perform multiple, 279–283; testing the significance of the regression line, 264–266
Regression line: ANOVA table for regression line of subsidy and value increases, 269; ANOVA test for significance of the, 265–266; calculation of regression line worksheet, 264; coefficient of determination ($r^2$) to indicate the total variance in the, 269–270; equation for the, 262–263; prior convictions and sentence length, 266; scatter plot and, 263; SPSS for testing the statistical significance of the, 274–279; testing the significance of the, 264–266; violent crimes and population, 265

S
Sample mean: distribution of, 142–143; distribution of 100 hypothetical weights of, 142; hypothetical normal distributions comparing to raw data, 142; properties of normal curves applied to hypothetical distribution of, 144. See Means
Sample selection: determining procedures for, 30–31; questionnaire information on the, 39
Sample size: determination for interval scale variables, 172–175; determining the, 30–31; effect on sampling accuracy, 165–166; guidelines in the selection of, 165; for large populations, 167–168, 172–173, 175; for questionnaire pretesting, 38; for small populations, 168–171; when both proportional and interval scale variables are present, 175–176
Sample statistics, 136
Sample survey research: advantages of, 7–8; description of, 7
Samples: general population or universe, 30, 179; generalizing from a single, 143–145; representative, 177–200; weighting disproportionate, 187–194; working population, 30, 179–180
Sampling: distribution of sample means, 142–143; sample means, 142–143; nonprobability, 177, 198–200; probability, 177–178; properties of the normal distribution implications for, 135–137; standardized Z scores implications for, 137–140; theoretical basis of, 140–143; without replacement, 178
Sampling accuracy: confidence interval determinant of, 163–165; effect of sample size on, 165–166; level of confidence determinant of, 163; Type I error effect on, 166; Type II error effect on, 166
Sampling errors, 147
Sampling frame: description and derivation of, 178–179; determining the, 30; examples of, 181–187; identification of the, 178–179; specifying the unit of analysis consideration for, 178
Sampling frame examples: cluster (multistage) sampling, 184–185; overview of, 181; simple random sampling, 182; stratified sampling, 185–187; systematic random sampling, 183–184
Sampling unit (working population), 182
Screening or filter questions, 47, 48; series of questions demonstrating sensitizing of, 45–46
Screening questions to disqualify respondents, 48–49
Screening questions used to disqualify, 48–49; series of questions demonstrating sensitizing of, 45–46
Respondents: screening questions used to disqualify, 48–49; series of questions demonstrating sensitizing of, 45–46
Responses: basic response category format, 70–71; multiple responses format, 75–77; nonresponse bias, 196–198; number of alternative responses format, 71–72; order of response alternatives format, 74–75; scaled responses format, 77–79; structure of ordinal categories containing interval scale variables format, 72–74
Roosevelt, Franklin D., 8
Secondary research: description of technique, 5; primary data gathered through, 5
Sensitive questions: description and use of, 43; series of questions demonstrating sensitizing of respondents to, 45e–46e
Simple linear regression: description of, 261–262; equation for, 262–264; performed on two interval variables, 262
Simple random sampling, 182
Single-direction (or one-tail) questions, 154–157, 159e–160e
Single linear regression: calculation of regression line worksheet, 264e; description and example of, 261–262; equation for the regression line, 262–263; scatter plot and regression line, 263f/g
Skewed distribution: negative, 124, 125f/g, 129; positive, 124, 125f/g, 129; salaries of employees of a small, private business, 126e; willingness to spend for street and highway beautification, 126–127f.
See also Normal distribution (or normal curve)
Small populations sample size: confidence interval, level of confidence, and standard error determinants of, 168–170; determination for interval scale variables, 173–174, 175f/g; minimum sample sizes for selected, 171f; minimum sample sizes for variables expressed as proportions, 168–169f
SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences): analysis of variance using, 255e–259; calculating a mean and standard deviation for ordinal variable with categories of interval/scale data, 120–122; chi square test of statistical significance using, 221–226; description of, 13; to find measures of central tendency and dispersion for individual categories of variable, 122–123; generating confidence intervals using, 151; generating measures of central tendency and dispersion using, 118–120; generating randomly selected cases using, 182; for hypothesis (one-sample) testing, 161–162; independent samples t test conducted using, 237–240; merging nominal and ordinal categories using, 210–211; overall satisfaction with bus service*recoded frequency cross-tabulation, 211; overall satisfaction with bus service*recoded frequency riding bus cross-tabulation, 209; paired samples t test conducted using, 241–243; performing multiple regression analysis using, 279–283; regression analysis using, 272–279; regression and dummy variables using, 285–289; testing significance of cross-tabulations using gamma, 230; testing the statistical significance of the regression line using, 274–279; weighting disproportionate samples using, 192–194. See also Data analysis
SPSS tools: Analyze–Compare Means–Independent-Samples T Test, 238; Analyze–Compare Means–Paired-Samples T Test, 241; Analyze–Descriptive Statistics–Crosstabs, 208, 221; Analyze–Descriptive Statistics–Explore, 127–128, 151; Analyze–Regression–Linear, 279
Spurious relationships of variables, 259–260
Standard deviation: description of, 110–112; population parameters of, 136; SPSS for calculating for ordinal variable with categories of interval/scale data, 120–122; worksheet for calculating for frequency distribution with single-value categories, 113e; worksheet for calculating for individual case data, 112e–113e; worksheet for calculating for police nonemergency response times, 114w–115w
Standard error: as determinant for large population sample size, 167–168; as determinant for small population sample size, 168–171f
Standardized Z score: description of, 137; formula for conversion of, 137–139; hypothesis testing by determining, 152–154, 157e; negative, 139–140
Statistical significance: choosing among tests of measures of association and, 289–290e; description of, 153–154; determining if F ratio has, 249–250, 251e–252e; for single- and dual-direction research questions, 154–157; SPSS for testing regression line, 274–279; values of calculated Z scores to determine, 157e. See also ANOVA (analysis of variance) test
Strata (working population), 185
Stratified sampling: description of, 185–186; proportionate sample representation for hypothetical ethnic distribution, 186e–187
Sum of squares: determining the, 267; residual sum of squares worksheet, 268w
Survey instruments: designing the, 31; pretesting the, 31
Survey Monkey, 13
Survey questions. See Questionnaires
Survey research: advantages of sample, 7–8; doubts regarding reliability of, 4; ethical considerations in, 34–35; focus groups used in, 80–95; gathering information through, 4–7; monitoring and supervision of the interview process of, 33–34; stages of process, 28–33; as technique for gathering primary data, 5; types of, 8–27; wide-spread use and acceptance of, 3–4. See also Final reports; Questionnaires
Survey research process: stage 1: identifying the focus of the study and method of research, 28–29; stage 2: determining the research schedule and
budget, 29; stage 3: establishing an information base, 29–30; stage 4: determining the sampling frame, 30; stage 5: determining the sampling size and sample selection procedures, 30–31; stage 6: designing the survey instrument, 31; stage 7: pretesting the survey instrument, 31; stage 8: selecting and training interviewers, 32; stage 9: implementing the survey, 32; stage 10: coding the completed questionnaires and computerizing the data, 32–33; stage 11: analyzing the data and preparing the final report, 33

Survey research tool, 3–4

Survey research types: in-person interviews, 22–25, 41; intercept surveys, 25–27; mail-out surveys, 8–11, 40; telephone survey, 14–22, 41; web-based surveys, 12–14

Systematic biases, 179
Systematic omissions, 179–180
Systematic random sampling, 183–184

T
t tests: critical values of the t distribution, 159–160; description of, 158; difference of proportions test, 243–245; hypothesis testing use of, 158–159; independent samples, 235–240, 290; paired samples, 240–243, 290; SPSS for hypothesis testing of one-sample, 161–162
Telephone sampling: cell phone only dialing, 20–22; fixed list of telephone numbers, 22; random digit dialing (RDD), 20
Telephone survey administration: Computer-Assisted Telephone Interviewing Program (CATI) used in, 18–19; conducting the survey, 19–20; issues of concern in, 15; monitoring and supervision of interview process, 33–34; selection of telephone interviewers, 16–17; training of telephone interviewers, 17–19; types of telephone sampling, 20–22
Telephone surveys: administration of, 15–22; advantages and disadvantages of, 15; description of, 14; example of introduction to, 41
Temporary Aid to Needy Families program (TANF), 180
Turkey’s HSD (Honestly Significant Difference), 253–254, 258–259
Two-tail (or dual-direction) questions, 154–157, 159–160
Type I errors, 166, 245, 250, 258
Type II error, 166
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Unit of analysis, 178
Universe sample. See General population (or universe)

V
Variables: analyzing cross-tabulated data on, 203–234; continuous, 105; description and categories of, 68–69; discrete, 105; dummy (or indicator), 283–289; large population sample size for interval scale, 172–173, 175; Pearson’s r to measure strength of relationship between interval scale, 270–271; sample size for both proportional and interval scale, 175–176; small population sample size for interval scale, 173–174, 175; SPSS to calculate mean and standard deviation for, 120–122; SPSS to find measures of central tendency and dispersion for individual categories of, 122–123; SPSS to merge nominal and ordinal categories of, 210–212; spurious relationships between two, 259–260. See also Dependent variables; Independent variables; Levels of measurement

W
Web-based surveys: administration of, 13; advantages and disadvantages of, 12–13; description of, 12; web panels used in, 14
Web panels, 14
Weighting disproportionate sample (City of Davis): outdoor recreation facilities used by Davis residents, 190; population of Davis planning areas, 188t; sample sizes and weights for City of Davis planning areas, 189; sample sizes and weights for stratified sample, 191; SPSS used for, 192–194; worksheet for calculating weighted citywide total for outdoor facilities, 191
Weighting disproportionate samples: example of disproportionate sampling in the City of Davis, 188–194; issues to consider for, 187–188
Working population: definition of the, 179; establishing a representative, 179–180; sample from, 30; sampling frame derived from general population through, 178–179; sampling unit in the, 182; strata groups of the, 185
Worksheets: calculating for police nonemergency response times worksheet, 114w–115w; calculating standard deviation for frequency distribution with single-value categories, 115w; calculating standard deviation for individual case data, 112w–113w; calculation of mean travel time to work in Jersey City, New Jersey worksheet, 108w; calculation of regression line worksheet, 264w; chi-square matrix (N = 500) worksheet, 213w–214; Determination of Median Worksheet, 104w–105; public works employees’ earnings worksheet, 247w; residual sum of squares worksheet, 268w
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